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Reconfigure technology has been more and more widely applied in wireless 
communication systems.To adapt to current situation of wireless communication with 
diversities, reconfigure technology is applied to on-board platform in satellite 
communication to improve flexibility, reliability and extensibility.Then, reconfigure 
technology is applied to territorial mobile communication systems.According to 
performances deterioration in system because of bad propagation 
environment,wireless channels are reconfigured to adapt to the sytem,which improves 
the robustness of system.  
In terms of reconfiguration in satellite communication nodes , reconfigurable 
communication platforms adequate for space circumstance are studied. An 
architecture with holohedral symmetry and full-connection is proposed for 
reconfigurable satellite platform according to constrain on  size，weight and power 
consumption.In the architecture, platform not only meet the requirements of 
multi-rate,multi-mode and multi-frequency in next generation satellite communication, 
but also improve reliability by low cost redundancy backup, which is verified by 
comparison with traditional backup methods.Then,the design and implementation of 
reconfigurable signals processing unit are investigated.After hardware sturcture of 
signals processing unit is presented, total control technology based on FPGA and 
signals processing scheme are studied. Via testing, under the conditions of normalized 
Signal Noise Ratio(SNR) with 6.8dB ， Bit Error Rate(BER) is lower than 
1×10-6,which satisfies the specification requirements of platform. 
 In terms of reconfiguration in wireless channel, relay nodes are introduced to 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system in the Line-of-Sight(LOS) 
environment to reconfigure propagation path,which can improve transmition rate of 
MIMO system. Firstly, the  channel model and capacity for multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) systems aided by relay are investigated.In views of the 
problems that the system capacity relates to varieties of factors and is usually hard to 















compact form based on the characteristics of MIMO channel and the beam correlation 
of antenna arrays.Then, the optimal position selection strategy for relay nodes and 
optimal power allocation strategy are derived based on the optimal mathematics 
models about relay nodes position and power allocation.  
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